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D&I INITIATIVES

Bureau Veritas Italia is carrying out a series of
useful initiatives in the Diversity & Inclusion field.
Our sign of the “Carta delle Pari Opportunità”,
in 19th February 2018, gave us a great sprint to
increase and improve our actions on D&I.
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D&I INITIATIVES – LOCAL LEVEL

Encouraging female’s talent identification:
We are promoting the gender balance in our
talent pool and in our development program
addressed to talents
Updating of the recruitment procedure:
It includes more equality references, so that it
increases awareness and allows to improve the
recruitment processes.
New version of the website - Career section:
This page allows to show our values, talking
about development opportunities, cooperation
based on trust, and emphasize openness.
In this page we have a section totally dedicated
to Diversity and Inclusion
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D&I INITIATIVES – DIVERSITY POLICY
Gender balance in new hiring:
BV created a KPI to evaluate Gender balance in the new hiring, the number of candidates and the
% gender disitribution.
Systematic checks of female/male situation in ratings in MyPerformance Process:
We regularly carry out this type of check to ensure there is no discrimination on management
evaluation process.
Gender Pay Gap monitoring:
This type of analysis is made both at the European level and at the Italian level.
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D&I INITIATIVES - TRAINING

Workshops in D&I for Top Management:
It consists in a specific training session to our Top Management to promote and foster a Diversity
& Inclusion culture in BV, involving and sensitizing our top management.
International Women´s Day Celebration with our colleagues:
Involving actively all our population in communication campaign about this event. In addition to a
newsletter and a call to action, for example take a picture with the main messages of the
campaign.
International Engineering Women´s Day Celebration with our colleagues
We celebrate this initiative to promote our engineering colleagues
Webinar delivered by MAAM to BV mothers and fathers about the topic of parenthood and
transilience
How to transfer the skills learnt during the parenthood into the job environment and giving them
some useful help to face this particular period of the life
Newletters on D&I and digital round tables:
A yearly communication campaign on D&I about different topics to increase the awareness of our
people (gender, disabilty, age, intercultural differences and LGBT)
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D&I INITIATIVES – HAVING A FAIR GENDER BALANCE

Internship:
Monitoring Gender Balance also for Internship Population.
Deploy your talent:
Define actions in schools to encourage women to choose the scientific path and then apply to our
positions.
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D&I INITIATIVES – PAY PRACTICES

Recruiting:
Implement some analysis of different new recruited positions understanding if there are significant
variance in the Salary packages
Remuneration progression:
Built an analysis on remuneration progression during years, considering different intervention
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D&I INITIATIVES – TO ENJOY TOGETHER
These are measures designed to ensure a healty work/life balance, dedicated to everyone, to enjoy
together
Health Weeks 2019, to celebrate and promote some healthy behavior:
A communication campaign for 5 weeks with some challenges, for example doing stairs for all the week or not
to use sugar etc…
Fruity Tuesday
Every second Tuesday of each months we put fruits at disposal of all our employees in all our offices.
BV Runners Team:
An initiative to promote an healthy life style and to create a community of runners where female and male can
train, compete and stay together.
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BUREAU VERITAS
erika.benedetti@bureauveritas.com
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